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As Demos Meet
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First Weekly Newspaper
in Kentucky to be Granted
Associated Press Membership

Elaborate Plans Being
Perfected for Fourth
Annual Tobacco
Carnival Here

Tour and Field Meeting for Caldw el I
Farmers Scheduled
for Tuesday,July 16

National Con vention
At Chicago May be
Dog-fight or Mere
Routine

$500 Given Here In
War Relief Campaign

IDAY JULY

Caldwell Red Cross
Continues Drive,
$100 Above Quota
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Matching*
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Barber

T

Bleached i6
14" x 24". ‘d

State's Crop Loss is
Blamed on Tobacco

Sunday Calm Broken by Alarn.),
Over Missing Girl; Tot Found
Sleeping in "Saw Briar" Patch

iL

try

Youth Arrested At
Lamasco for Murder

Boy Drowns In Lake
Despite 4 Guards

or

COIYIPAN't

War Caused Sh arp
Drop in Exports, Official Shows

Pulmotor Fails to Revive Victim of Holiday Accident

Cooper Assumes
Presidency of U. K. I Henderson Team To
Play Here Sunday

Safety Patrol Is
rganizet in County

Six Officers Sworn In
To Serve Under State Patrol Sends
Magistrates
New Equipment Here

Air Travel Denied
West Kentuckians, a
Least for Present

ning Blazes,
Takes Shower

Negro Fatally Shot
Here Fourth of July

!

Cedar Bluff Quarry Aids Caldwell
Farmers to High Rank in Lime Use

15 From Caldwell
Attend Free Clinic
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THANKS FOR
ALL KIND WORDS
We of the new Leader staff are *very
exgrateful for numerous commendatory
our
upon
folk
home
from
ed
receiv
pressions
first issue.
We sincerely hope to give you a better
ts
paper this week, and to make improvemen
rank
will
r
Leade
the
until
along
as we go
Kenat the top of small town newspapers in
.
tucky
More new type is on the way, an order
in for a greatly improved type of
gone
has
newsprint, on which to publish the Leader,
ed
better distribution of ink will be effect
be
can
press
the
to
s
repair
as changes and
made, news of the county's principal rural
con-ununities will appear as quickly as suit.. and
able correspondents can be obtained .
of
tion
propor
er
great
a
se)
promi
a
(this is
news than advertisements will be printed as
shop facilities are improved and expanded.
to forget
It is our fixed determination not
that the principal function of a newspaper
a newsis TO PRINT THE NEWS;for unless
tion, it
paper creditably fulfills this obliga
ising
advert
an
be
to
claim
cannot in fairness
medium of value.
gent
So, we again ask our readers' indul
s
patience, while expressing profound thank
our
rning
conce
praise
ous
gener
for your
ies for
initial efforts. Here are humble apolog
week
last
ous
numer
too
were
that
mistakes
out quickly,
and the hope these may be ironed
r.
in the interests of g better Leade
•
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Thursday, lid H.pi

ceton, Kentucky
The Princeton Leader, Prin_ _
gigantic national
ning our future safety, via a
and his Reds
Stalin
put
to
defense effort,
s.
well at the top of potential threat
•
SUBSCRIBERS ASKED
TO LEND THEIR AID
many of
Subscribers to the Leader, too
ircopies
their
ing
receiv
whom have been
the
rate with
regularly, are asked to coope
t addresses
correc
their
that
g
seein
in
staff
hone No.
telep
are furnished for mailipg. Just
.
please
50, or send a postcard,
that
This is especially important now
her
or
his
e
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will
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d
instea
fice,
postof
s
'Sam'
Uncle
Leader via
hit-or
ng
of those living in Princeton getti
miss service from carriers.
ent abMany duplications, far too frequ
rs,
numbe
and
ation
sence of street design
corbe
must
errors
other
and
blurred names
rapidly, if
rected. This can and will be done
who have
ibers
subscr
by
given
a little help is
line.
been experiencing trouble along this
all city
to
red
delive
be
will
r
The Leade
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subscribers each Thursday afternoon,
routes
rural
all
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go
will
and
mailmen,
effect
td
order
In
early Friday morning.
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and
news
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delive
these
r
Leade
the
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r, the
earlie
the
le;
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rs
worke
better handling.
l
Assistance in effecting these helpfu
ally
especi
sted,
reque
ly
corrections is urgent
in cases where subscribers have moved.
•
GIVE US SCOUTS
I believe in the Boy Scouts of America,
ples for which they stand, and the
princi
the
goal to which they are pushing forward.
Their motto is "Be Prepared".
A Scout has this ideal before him the
day he takes the Scout oath and learns to
his
believe in it through the years when
character is being formed. He learns what
being prepared means ,and the importance
of it.
If all the men in this country had Scout
training in their youth, we probably would
be better prepared for the fight for Democ
us.
e
befor
is
racy that
to
Americans have become accustomed
and
tution
Consti
the
in
ed
grant
ies
libert
the
have been sitting idly by for a generation
s
with little thought as to the dangers alway
people
its
g
givin
nment
gover
a
threatening
so much freedom.
The Constitution does not teach preparedness but it does suggest it.
You cannot fight your enemies with
paper, when your enemies use cannon.
Let us train our youth in preparedness
because the old boys have to be driven to it;
of
they haven't been taught the necessity
readiness.
Give our country an army of Scouts and
it can lick all the Dictators.

STALIN MAY BE
WORLD'S WORST THREAT
Chamberlin and Hitler would do much
to prebetter to quit quarreling and unite
ghthrou
m
unis
comm
ding
sprea
vent Stalin
just beout Europe, the former Kasier said
by the
fore the Munich appeasement blunder
Umbrella Man.
in
And now the Russian Bear begins
opporturealistic fashion to cash in on his
in the
nist's role, stealing rich possessions
a conBalkans and threatening to overrun
has
Hitler
after
war,
with
tinent bled white
ns
played Napoleon through numerous natio
makes
Which
el.
Chann
sh
Engli
and into the
.
the aged Hohenzollern look plenty smart
in
live
who
those
ally
especi
Americans,
yet the
the USA, do not like dictatorships;
President admitted the other day such forms
in imporof government are more efficient,
Also,
racy.
democ
a
is
than
tant respects,
what they-have in Germany and Italy is much
preferable to Russia's system; and therefore, Stalin constitutes, probably, the direst
threat of all to future peace of the world.
True, Russian arms appeared in poor
light against valiant but tiny Finland; yet
prevailed by sheer force of numbers and the
Kremlin's fixed determination to conquer,
whatever the cost in men and munitions.
In late winter, thinking men conversant
with European developments publicly warn-,
ed that Stalin was playing a waiting game,
had, to that time, showed keenest political
acumen, held the best cards.
In the rush of events which swept a
dozen small nations and France into Hitler's
, net, Stalin's less spectacular methods have
been forgotten or ignored. Now..the picture
changes; and it will be well for those plan-

BWP
•

TOBACCO FESTIVAL TO
HAVE NEW FEATURES
In dropping the pageant from tnis year's
Tobacco Festival, and adding widely approved entertainment features in more modern
e
vein, the Festival board effected a chang
which should do much to attract larger
patronage from persons of all walks of life.
The pageant was all right, in its way; a
thing of great beauty, and of considerable
educational value. Also, it drew as paying
customers parents and other near relatives
of the may individuals who comprised its
cast, always a prime consideration in any
home talent production. But, it lacked the
pulling power of the modern show; and this
is what motivated Tom Simmons and his
helpers when they decided to moderilize the
1940 Tobacco Festival.
The future does not appear bright for
producers of Dark Fired tobacco; and it
seems likely that, if Princeton's annual community show is to be perpetuated, more
changes in its nature may become desirable
next year.
•

Nine U. S. presidents were Episcopalians; six were Presbyterians, the leading denominations of that office.
•
Estimates of the London County Council for 1940-41 provide 9,000,000 ($40,440,000) for maintenance of civil service defense.
•
Relics of a prehistoric cult dating back
more than 4,000 years have been found
near Norwich, England.
•
'The United States has 11,000,000 home
with'telepbenes„ 221000,000 with,radios and
21,000,000 with electric lights,
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Princeton homes due to the ap
ance of a balloon over the city.

it
This hurt us much worse than
the
tell
s
did you. as parents alway

have seen that chase.
•
to
Newest "America's Sweetheart"
gal
some, and the sweater-personality
her
to others. Lana Turner, has left
jitter-band leader husband of 4V2
months, Artie Show. The line will form
right.
•
Wars make booms in flag business.
have
Current report is manufacturers
sold 200 percent more American flags
since April than in same period last
year. Patriotism in the USA apparently is not dead.
Rich folk are paying largely through
boosted income taxes, while we ordinary mortals help the national defense program along when we buy
cigarettes, gasoline and movie tickets.
Thus, we start paying for the next
war while the last one's debts, home
owned but acquired from Europe, still
hang heavily upon us.
•
A customer told Granstaff this week
that he need not worry about having
shooting pains in his head because
they wouldn't hit anything.
•
Dr. W. P. Morse says the timothy on
his farm is as straight and clean as
the New Deal and as strong as Roosevelt.
•
And a well-wisher sends along this
one:
Dear Editor:
Why so aloof
To reading proof?
•
Help! Help! Help! . . . We want to
publish a REAL women's page, with
top interest for the feminine readers
of the Leader, every week. So, won't
you, friend reader, send us this sort
o: news, please? If you have Parties,

of three balloons in the State and
sidering the direction which It

being, I am reliably informed, no such
n
word as weaken in the Irish lexieo

the National Elimination Balloon
that started in Houston, Texas

of youth.

So Packard, whose head man was also
high knocker of the War Emergency
Council which awarded the contract
to Ford, will make 'em. Thus is virtue
its own reward.
•
Ten years ago column tells: One of
the nation's leading weekly periodicals rejected an ad for a "Summer
Wile" which read: "Wanted, pleasant,
decorous, middle-aged matron to comfort me while my wife is away on her
needless vacation. Business-man".
•
Did you know that Jack Stinnett's
Washington Daybook is America's
most widely distributed Washington
column? Read it every week in The
Leader.

By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Feature Writer
WASTIING'PON—Being appointed to
high office by executives o: the Democratic party is nothing new to Republican Henry Lew:8 Stimson.
He has been honored by every Pre-

tration did he not hold high office and
even then he was mentioned for

press last week.
After putting on new lianket, tympan, etc., and adjusting everything
about the critter time and time again,
wasting a coupla thousand sheets of
newsrirint and finishing up the pro-

landed at Greensburg late Sun
afternoon. The balloon was entered

•
The Hopson baseball team
cne-sided game Sunday from the
nine, 19-8. The cubs of Princeton
play a combination team at H
Saturday of this week.
•
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50, won't you?

ing dull times is "less work and more
pay"; but the one that works best,
we've observed, is more work and less
spending for luxuries.
•
Did you ever try to change an upstreperous baby's-britches?
If so, you have a pretty good idea of
our struggle with the Leader's biggest

going, it was evident that it was
successful Goodyear-Zeppelin

day.

•
Henry Ford got huffy about making
3,000 airplane motors for your Uncle
Sam and 8,000 for John Bull after son
Edsel had accepted the contract . .

sident from Roosevelt to Rooseve*t.
Only in President Harding's adminis-

•
Winkle says party lines don't matter; and he's perfectly right . .. If
a helluva lot of Republicans hadn't
voted for Roosevelt, we never would
have had him!
•
Some folks seem to think the business principle that should prevail dur-

balloon was too high to be ident
here, but upon hearing of the Ian

victims of sound spankings . . . The
when
Pennyrller is no printer; and
,
pieces
in
press
dern
that
the boys got
paper,
I despaired of ever getting out a
of any sort . . . Improvements, promised last week, will yet come; there

visitors, babies, entertain your club
or go visiting yourself, just phone No.

ceis briteenally damning some coun-
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cabinet and legal posts.
The appointment of Stimson as
Secretary of War isn't even the first
time, that F. D R. has recognized the
talents of the man who had

nothing

to do with politics until he was 43
years old. In 1938, Roosevelt named
him to the Hague Court and, on another occasion, asked him to be one
of two men on an important treaty
mission to Smith America.
So certain must Stlmson have been
that he would come back to Washington acme day, that he never reinmushed ownership of historic Woodly,
a love:y old house on a 16-acre estate
at 3000 Cathedral Avenue. The rambling old mansicn o: pre-Cltill war
costruction was bought by Stimson
when he was Secretary of State under
President Hoover. It used to be the
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Whither Bound, Soldier Boys of Italy?

.,
;
40

American Youth Congress. His born in 1913) is his apparent asbook is an exposition of the do- sumption that youth has a toughings in that organization, mixed er time than maturity, and that
somewhat indiscriminately with1 a solution is lacking because mahis findings in a 14000-mile mo- turity blocks it. This is oversimtor-car tour of the country and a ,
plification carried to an extreme
binder of his own and other opin- •
ion. It begins with a forword by
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt followed by a one-sided account of'
President Roosevelt's straightH
from the shOulder lecture to the
recent youth meeting in Washington. It ends with a rosy state1 ment of the things youth expects.
Nowhere is there a practical plan
for the accomplishment of this
4,--Did you
gorgeous program, and nowhere
,sv Ile, Juy
wearing a
is there much indication that
set a chicken
Mr. Gould appreciates the ghast:pants? Or one that wears
inlydifficulties under which the
^Or one that has down
United States is laboring at prefeathers? L you haven't, le
sent although most of these were
missing some of the '
poulvisible to the naked eye at the
es: oddities among
the
time he wrote.
d you should visit
There are some "ringing" pasexhibitions at the Kensages—"indictments" of our soSiate Fair, Ceptember 9- F,
for ;),
cial structure, for example, many
th a preview s?heduled
in sarcastic language. But coray night. Sept. 7, and an
rections of some of these dece opening Sunday, Sept.
Relatives and friends of those aboard stand silently on the pier as the Italian liner, jampacked with sol pends cn the working of the
oftener
a small department by any illers, leaves Genoa, Italy, for some undisclosed destination. The soldiers might have been shipped to nal world economy now easl.;
on a government already forced
. this grouping boasts its Ian territory in Africa to be used in attacks on French and British territory on the same continent.
to spend vast sums it does not
ilding and has the second
have to defend even the rudit entry list at the fair,
ments of democracy.
r Robert B. Jewell said
And there is a vigorous denial
, There will be exhibits in
that subversive elements operate
afK's th's year and the
in the various youth organiza;show pays better premitions, and a glossing over of carecording to entry fee, than
'tam n activities that are common
ilar show in the country.
SELBY
By
property. For example, this writuch interest has been tak(For AMS-PMS, July 11)
er covered the 1938 World Youth
the show by exhibitors1
Congress at Vassar, and put the
"American Youth Tt•day," by
every state will be reprodirect question "do you believe
Lelle Gould; (Random: $21.
by one or more exh'bi.,
A more amazing combination in the Communistic program as
tionally known judgc
of wishful thinking, sincerity, exemplified today in Russia" to
the citcicions.
nagiete and undigested fact than more than 30 delgates, of which
ther class that will be
ILes1Te Gould's "American Youth more than half answered "yes".
here is the cavy, or guinea
or
Today" could be imagined only This Congress gets only four
For years doctors and
with the greatest effort. Mr. five pages in Mr. Gould's book,
s have used these little
Gould has written what he ex- with no discussion of communisfor experimental purWrite
pects to be taken as a statement tic penetration whatever.
and, they have probably
TURNER MILAM,
Nobbely in his right mind dec•: youth's aspirations and acmore lives than all the
tough
Assistant Manager,
complishments. It probably is nies that "youth" has a
in the work!. In the same
For Reservation
more nearly an exposition of time; the irritating thing about
-.g will be rabbits, the long
what makes youth what youth is. Mr. Gould's reasoning (and he is
fellows that furnish so
true
in
Rome
of
streets
the
rolls
along
An Italian motorized division
The author is an efficial of the I no youth himself, having been
fur for "felt" headgear. "blitzkrieg" tempo. Their destination was not disclosed. Motorized troops
are just a fe N of the many ind guns like these got into the grim business of destruction Irhen II Duce
ding attractions here.
entered the war.
ng the many other features
Kentucky classes for U.S. few. Then, in addition, there will Manager Jewell said.
ed poultry. These will be classes for ducks, geese and
The poultry show is one of the
• trios of white rocks, bar- turkeys. More than 100 special , most interesting exhibits at the
b. white wyandottes and premiumss, are to lie offered Kentucky State Fair and to miss
orpingtons, to mention a wniners in the 'poultry classes,
it would be to miss a vital part
of the huge fall show. It is estimated that nine out of every
ten persons who visit the Fair
include the poultry show in their
tour of the Fairgrounds.

Classes of Chickin Record Entry
t and 100 Premis Offered

TrITT

Toms Judaism 13set Alyea&
Baltimore, July 8 (AP)—Caril
Alpert of Boston was elected president of the Young Judea Organization at the close of its
national convention last night.

Comfort

Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at the
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'Louisville's newest and most, centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
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FILLERS—ANY PLACE EXCEPT FRONT PAGE
Perry county's 4-Hiers who received hybrid corn to plant report prospects. for a bumper
crop.
Twenty more Grayson county
farmers have started laying off
• terraces.
More than 200 Scott county ,
:arm men.and women are grow- i
ing live-at-hcme gardens
Lamb grading demcnstrations 11
in five Meade county communi- 1
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Bculder, Cola (AP)—A Boulder woman peered into the furnace, then called police.
"Naw, lady, not bombs," mid
the investigating officer. "Those
things are seltzer bottle capsules."
In Breckinridge county, it is
estUnated 10,000 seivare yards of
tobacco plant beds were treatcd
with lime and bluestone.
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O ONE likes to lie awake; yet every night thousands
toss and tumble, count sheep, worry and fret, be,
cause they can't get to sleep. Next day many feel
dull,, logy, headachey and irritable.
t
. Has this ever happened to you? When it does, why
don't you do as many other people do when Nerves
threaten to spoil their rest, work, enjoyment, and good
*oilier — try

Athletes
Poison Oak
Red Bugs
Insect bites & stings
Mosquito Bites
Minor cuts & burns
Prevention of boils
Adolescent bumps

Walkers Drug Store

Dr. Miles Effervescent Nervine Tablets
, Dr Miles Effervescent Nervine Tablets are a combineL'1'41 of mid sedatives proven useful for generations as an
aid in quieting
jumpy, over-strained nerves.
Miles
Your druggist will be glad to sell you D.
hi'44:7`.."""*
or
Effervescent Nervine Tablets in convenienta small
package
economical large packages. Why not get'threaten
to
and be prepared when over-taxed nerves
interfere with your work or spoil your pleasure.
Small Packer, IR
Eal'inz Package - 750
DR

11
14

MILES

N
, E RVINE
TABLETS

WE WRITE HAIL INSURANCE ON GROWING
CROPS-1R4TES ON TOBACCO MOO per hundred

'Woodall Insurance
Agency
Princeton. Ky.

Maybe you hadn't thought of it, but this newspaper has one department of 100,000 individuals.

That department is The Associated Press.
This cobperative world-wide staff collects, verifies and distribv.tes each day's news over 285,000
miles of leased wires direct to member ne_wspvers.,

Its credit line, "By The Associated Press," guarantees accurate, swift and impartial coverage of
the news wherever it breaks.

Read The News Weekly In
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PRINCETON SHOE CO.'s JULY CLEARANCE SA
SHOES, FORMERLY
FOR WOMEN: ALL PARADISE and SHELBY
Greatly Reduced.
$6.95; NOW, $4.95 — Other Popular Makes
$8.95, NOW
FOR MEN: FLORSHE1M FINE SHOES, WERE
$4.45
$7.95 • FREEMAN'S, WERE $5.00, NOW

NOW
Going On
No Refunds
No Exchanges

Opportunity t
Save on
All Kinds
of

Princeton, Ky.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

No Approvals

Don't Miss this

cent Prin
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Youth Cu:sailers to
Arrive Saturdai
Will Teach and Conduct Services at Methodist Church

_re

violinist, is to Instruct in community service and missions;
Miss Mary Nell Bailey, La Grange
Ga., who has received spec5a1
training at La Grange College,
will be personal religion counselor; Miss Pat Stoll, Dallas, Texas,
a leader and counselor for 10
years, is to be recreation director.
The program: Saturday night
the counsel will meet with the
Young Pecple's Counsel; Sunday
morning young people's classes
will be taught and the Crusaders
will be in charge of morning service; Sunday night at 6:30
o'clock , first classes will meet,
then one of the group will de-

A Youth Crusade Caravan is
scheduled to arrive at Ogden
Church,
Memorial Methodist
Princeton, Saturday morning to
begin work with young people
liver a sermon.
of the community, according to
Classes for the week will begin
an announcement Tuesday by the
2:00 o'clock Monday afternoon
Rev. W. Leroy Baker, pastor cf at
to be followed by dour class
the church.
periods each evening.
Miss Helen Parish, Junior High
,people from Kuttawa,
Young
Madiscnville,
instructor,
School
Eddyville, and Dawson have been
Gamble,
W.
J.
counselor;
is adult
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Lubbock, Texas, an outstanding invited
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youngsters
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his
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a special invitehave
city
the
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•struotor. in N kirshipt
ticn.
Va..
Springs,
Crockett, Glade

PANTS & SHIRTS
TO MATCH
Following Colors and Materials
•
Sun Tan, Khaki Jeans, Powder Blue
Herringbone weave.
•
Texgreen Herringbone drill,
Steel Blue, Herringbone drill
•
Sand Shade Shantung
Spun Rayon Slack Suits, Green and
Tan
•
Full line blue denham, preshrunk
Overall pants
•
Work Shirts from 48 cts to $1.25
•

Wood & McElfatrick

(Continued from page 1)

Convention

By ROBBIN COONS
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• in the
picture has a
favorite "side"
to offer the
camera. Who
is she, and
which "angle"
does she pre•
fer? What's
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was she born?
What are the
screen names
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1
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of the parks of the State, and edly has been the hardest job
Mr. G. M. Pedley
Identify the personalities tagged in screen exploitation as
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Princeton, Ky.
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(By Associated Press)
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elude s:tories and pictures deal- convent:cn will be merely rou- hitch-hiking now. A hen down urday night.
Orbie Mitchell, Sheriff,
Geo. W. Cre:et,
ing with the State Fair, Mam- tine, and uninteresting, aside
in Georgia climbed on a locomoCaldwell County.
meth Cave, Cumberland Gap from the fanfiare and the shoutNaticnal Historical Park, Centre ing always to be heard at such five and scratched out a nest in
the spring pan beneath the tenCollege, Hopkinsville and Christ- gatherings,
The reporter is among those der, took a permanent seat there
ian county, Arbor Lea, WilliamsMOON
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pictures, a poem and the newest rest . . . after, of course, doing began setting on them.
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H. E. Wrenn, engineer, figures
Spend an evening on the
State map, showing Iccation of his part to assure election of
Beautiful Cumberland
many of Kentucky's widely fam- the Democratic nominees, who the hen is about to become a
•
ous historical and scenic attrac- cannot conceivably be other than mother. The engineer
feeds his
men of his choice.
tions.
paesenger twice daily and she
And yet, by all the signs vialFeaturing
ble ... it appears certain Roose- alights when the train stops and
velt must run again; for men of gets water.
KING PERDUE ORC

2

3

5

Hitch-Hiking Hen
Lays 18 Eggs on
Train, Engineer Says

LIG HT EXCURSI

FRIDAY JULY 26

Adults 75c
Children 35c

The

BEST
Refrigerant

When the whistle blows, back
Destiny are doomed to great per:tonal sacrifice, even to the giving to her nest she goes.
of their lives, in battle and in
labor, for a cause; and Franklin
D. Roosevelt seeems to be the
one man in this hour of world
travail, who can shoulder the
load and go forward to bring this
nation, and perhaps some of the
rest of the world, to a new and a
better condition

12-Piece Sensational

ANNOU1VCE1VIE \T.

Auto License Sales
Near 1939 Total Here

4 Reasons Why

eld Alone fis NOT Enough
1. ICE REFRIGERATION and ONLY ICE REFRIGERATION preserves
feeds without loss,of their natural flavor.

2. ONLY REAL ICE banishes food odors in your refrigerator.
butter, cheese, etc., retain their natural aroma.

Your

3. ICE REFRIGERATION supplies plenty of pure, clear, odorless, tasteless ice for all household purposes. This is especially important in summer.
4. AN ICE REFRIGERATION is noiseless, safe, dependable and constant in operation. Steady, safe, even temperature assures proper care of
foods. And they cost 90 little to operate, too.

Citizens Ice Company
Incorporated
Princeton,.Ky.

Your Screen Test

Ancient Cider Press'Democratic

-------LETTERS
TIIE EDI

Phone 362

I wish to announce to the public
thal, being, apparently in better
and strength, I have actively
resumed the placing of Lite Imurance for th
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, with which I have been ao,eciated
38 years.

The number of motor vehicle
plates cold by County Court
Clerk Phillip Stevens during the
first six months of this year already approximates the total figure for 1939. Sales to date arc:
1862 passenger cars, 27 motorcycles, 277 ccmmercial ears, 131
farm trucks; a total of $2,297
compared with the 1939 total of
2,304.
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The lines featured are all the
el as
regular forms in what j.,kne
erporal
Ordinary Department, including
contracts for special iadividual
needs. Also Accident, and
Accident & Health for the individual.

The 38 years experience makes a
background that atoires efTII le-beY
adapting the plan to the
purpose, and,to obtaining same with Iraq trouble
Applicant.

4-H Club Camp To
Open Here July 29
A 4-11 Club camp is scheduled
for the last week in July at the
Western Kentatky EXpvrimetit
Substation, Princeton, H. C.
Brown, field agent in club work
at the Experiment Station, Lexington, will be manager. There
are 241 4-H Club members in a
Caldwell county.
- •
* *
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Lose Weight Without Losing Your Breath, Too
By BETTY CLARKE
Associated Press Feature Serv:ce
Writer

_
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HE EDIT
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Summer is no time for us to
be puffing ourselves red in the
face trying to slim our waists.
There' a simple way to get a
better-locking bathing-suit figure. It might be called the summer stretch. It's a favorite with
several Hollymood stars and New
York socialt:es, as well as with
career women.
This half-moon stretch, flat on your back, is a simal:fied methcd for reducing waistlines.
Co, forget the thumps and
bumps of winter exercise routine, bo'h exercissc the non-pulling you were trying to make fingers the beach, if you don't minctgfvand try this summer slimmer:
arm can be bent at the elbow, but meet. Then you reverse legs and ing your figure secrets away.)
Lie on your back on the floor,
While we're on the topic of hot arms to the right. Throughout increasing the raw vegetables
your feet togtther, illms over weather, these are good days for is should not leave the floor.
and fresh fruits in your daily
If you really want to do someyour head. Remember, you're to them a little farther, gradually.
figure SS
waistline diet. It's good for your
extra
keep your hips touching the floor Then stretch your left arm to- thing about
it will cut
throughout this stretch. Now, ward the right, as hard as ever inches, you'll do these stretches well as your health;
foods you
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Sunday Golfers' U. S. Title Event Will,
Be Bigger Than Ever This Year
By DALE STAFFORD
(AP) Feature Service
DE1TROIT-8: will be homecoming for the national public
links golf championship when it
Is run off in Detroit July 22-27
although the event has never
been staged here before.
Sometimes called the "Sunday
golfer's" or "working man's"
tournament, the public links was
fathered by James D. Standiah,
Jr., wealthy Detroiter, Who has
watched it grow in 19 years into the world's largest major
tournament from the standpoint
of number of entries.
Standish is pitching in to
make this year's event, even
"bigger and better" than the
1939 event which attracted 2,401
public course players in 33 sec- ANDY SZWEDKO AND SHIRT
tional qualifying rounds. This
"It Got Pretty Dirty But—'
year 40 sectionals decide the could not afford membership in
field of 192 players.
a private club, requisite for eliStandish, the reigning figure gibility to compete in the nain Detroit golf for years, was tional amateur championship.
moved to establish the public The constantly increasing.entry
Links championship as an ans- list in the public links attests to
wer to the complaint of the golf- , the popularity of such a tournaer of moderate means that he ment.
was denied a chance to compete May Have Sponsors
for a national title because he, Entry fees in the qualifying
They Were Both
First And Last
Newport Beach, Calif. (API—
Back in 1905 Terrel Jasper was
the first passenger to ride an
electric street car into this resort city. Now the tram line has
been abandoned, and the last
passenger cif the last car was—
Terrel Jasper.

POLITICS?
American Relief Money flowing into China makes possible
schools such as this one in wartorn 1:handhai where dhlciren
of ricksha pullers are given an
education which otherwise would
have been denied them. Instruction, administered by the Salvation Army, includes lessons in

cgoouL.
ts 20.

Sends Newest Army Planes to Ford

rounds vary from nothing to $3.
Ihe money is used to defray the
expenses of players to the national tournament if they do not
have sponsors. Those who have
them are permitted to accept $6
per day for expenses.
A player in the public links
A meeting to discuss farm macannot compete in the national
amateur in ,the same year. He nagement facts revealed from
acmay become eligible for the ama- summaries of recOrds of farm
count cooperators in Area 5, lyteur the following year.
At Baltimore last year the ing in the limestone belt of CaldLogan,
winner was Andy Szwedko, a pipe well, Christian, Todd,
will
cutter in a steel mill in the town Trigg and Warren counties,
of the
co! Etna, near Pittsburg. Phillip be held in the basement
afternoon, July
Gordon, an Oakland, Calif., in- Library, Monday
15, at 1:30 o'clock, County Agent
surance clerk, was runner-up.
J. F. Graham announces. E. J
Lucy Shirt
Szwedito credited the victory Nesius, field agent in Farm MaBradford,
to a lucky shirt he wore through nagement. and Mr.
Managethe entire six days of the tour- professor in the Farm
ment Department of the Univernament.
present
"At San Francisco in 1937, I sity of Kentucky, will be
wore the same shirt for six days to lead discussion.
County Agent Graham states
and got into the semi-finals",
amendView of one of the two newest U. S. army planes sent to the Fora company plant at bvarbonl.
Andrew said. "I made up my that application of soil
agri- inspection by Ford and the Ford company engineers, to determine If the plant can be changed to m
mind that I'd try the same stunt ments such as the use of
cultural lime, phosphate and
a thousand of these planes daily. (Inset) Henry Ford peering hits the front of one of the plants.
at Baltimore. It got pretty dirty
potash, and seeding of adapted
but I kept wearing it and it
land adding vebigat,
grasses and clovers, is doing
brought me luck."
much in providing sods to conbeen conducted ere.
Answers
Test
Screen
reseeking
to
will
be
ifzwedko
serve and improve soil. It is also
Calhoun county.
1. Loretta Young prefers her let for champagne, near -be•r for
peat over Detroit's Rackham
"suds."
Increasing
azing capacity of
side. Gretchen Young. Salt Lake
4. Warner B soter in "Earthcourse—wearing the same shirt.
ties recently attract_
City. Sally Blame, Polly Ann Young, bound." Constance Bennett in the
land which calls far intelligent
"Topper" films. Harry Carey in
Georgianna Young.
farmers.
Use of this Increase, and of
Tomorrow."
"Beyond
2. Jimmy Lydon, of New York, ,n
5. (a) Theda Bare, DO the late
grazing types of livestock, if
Rupert Rees. Bract
"Tom Brown.= School Days."
Lew Cody, (c) Clara Bow, (d) Clara
Bow, (e) Elie von Stroheim.
3. Cold tea, usually. Ginger ale
maximum net increase in farm
Utopia club member
earnings is to be realized. Sound
the county's first hybr
the open door leading
farm management applications
Casey County's mtir
treet show window.
from information collected from
tion will be doubled a
farm account records of the area,
Louisville, (APi— It was forwill aid farmers in making the
'most intelligent use cif grains in tunate the morning was a holipastures, hay and other , feed day and downtown Louisville
was almost deserted.
crops.
Abe Goldberg, clothier, greeted
Couny Agent Graham says he
expects this to be one of the two customers. The first selected
most instructive meetings of the a suit of clothes. Goldberg, pointyear, and urges that a largu num- ing to a dressing room, told him
ber of farm leaders of the coun- to try on the trousers.
Then Goldberg turned to the
ty be present.
other customer. A few minutes
later, he saw the first man emerSawdust Substituted
ge in new trousers from store
For Sand In Concrete
front.
-Where did you change?" he
St. Paul (API—Concrete made asked. The listomer pointed to
with sawdust instead of sand has
been developed at the University of Minnesota.
Searching for materials to give
ordinary concrete the advantages cf light weight, cheapness and
high insulating value, the agricultural engineering division has
found sawdust the most promisMcComb, Miss. (AP1—If fouring. L. W.,Neubauer, qsststant in
leaf clovers are harbingers of agricultural engineering, who sugood luck, everything should be pervised the tests, said that for
bere
great,clear sailing for Miss Sybil Wil- certain uses,
liams. She :mind 61 of them on a strength is not demanded and
Big 6.2 cu. It, size
Sweeping Price:Reductions
where weathering is not severe,
G-E
foot-square patch or her lawn
(illustrated at left). model UM
Now In Effect! Big Beauclean aspen, spruce or Norway
New ipil
model.
All-steel
here.
tifully Styled Cabinets!
cabinet.
and Jack pine sawdust make a
Steel Super
Saabs
Freezer.
Famous
in
fairly satisfactory ubstitute for
Saki
-Steel G. Thrift
Spacious Interiors! New
rnit.
if.7
Shelf
sq. ft
sand and gravel.
area. 8 lb,. of
Conveniences! AND CONice. TOdib
QUI buy

Important Meeting to
Be Held at Library
Monday, July 15

You cannot afford to drive
without sound protection.
Ask us for

What Do You
Know About

EachA}a!
u
zii
score of 80

U. S.

rzli' Automobile Insuranc

South Bend, Ind. (AP)—C. B.
Penfield cf near Plymouth, Ind .
was a passenger on the first and
last electric street car to ply
South Bend. The first car made
its run in the fall of 1891, the
last one this June. Buses have
replaced them.

1. Whom did Mrs. Mabel Reineeke (above) of Chicago
pinch-hit for at the Republican convention?
2. How many former Democrptic nominees for president
(excluding Mr. Roosevelt) still
are Hying?
3. What prominent Republican, speaking of the development of dictatorships in Europe, said: "Do I need to point
out the analogies of these predictator periods to some recent
years and events in America?"
4. Who called President
Roosevelt's compulsory universal service plan "a fantastic
suggestion from a mind in full
intellectual retreat"?
5. Was the vote for FDR in
1936 one-half, three-fifths or
seven-eighths of the popular
vote?

Farmers To Discuss
Management Facts

Thursday, July 1

counting (shown above). Thousands of :armers, war refugees,

IS THE TIME TO GET YOUR ES

1940 GENERAL ELECTRIC h

have turned to ricksha pulling 111(1111211111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111211111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIINIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiilli
result being stiffer competition.
lower incomes. Straw shacks, alleys and gutters are thAr homes.

For style and thrift at aa

Memphis, Tenn. (API—Steve
Wilkerson was good enough as a
fighter to win a national intercollegiate title for the University
of Mississippi.
In the last two years he ha
fought professionally.
Now Steve has put away hi
gloves to join the U. S. Army al
corps, where he figures "m
fighting might do some good i
it's needed."

it for only

DITIONED AIR! Greatest
Values General Electric
Ever Offered.

Present prices are the lowest in
G-E history, yet the new 1940
deluxe models are the most
complete, the thriftiest G-E
Refrigerators you've ever seen.
Shop around, compare values!
See how much you now get for
your dollar in a big, new
General Electric.

YOU'LL ALWAYS BE GLAD
YOU BOUGHT A GENERAL ELEC
CONDITIONED AIR! Controlled tc tuperature,!1
icy, ?rid constant circulation of ht,halcd

SELECTIVE STORAGE. All four ticiiitti 7o51S7
Freezing Storage; Extra-Cold Scorage:
Storage; Safety-Zone Gener.d
ALL-STEEL CABINET, built fur loZ life. Use

AVERAGED 29.19 MILES
PER GALLON OFFICIALLY

ii U

hienitNe.ersl
iors —and pact 1.1,3

STAINLESS STEEL Su per-F rem r -

ILLUMINATED TEMPERATURE DIAL. Tel-A-Frost
dicator. Thriftometer. Interior i.igiaing. E2-7
leasing, fast freezing Quick "tra)s. Pyrex
in
SEALED-IN
-STEEL G-E THRIFT UNIT famed thtou

Priced ois a
level with
the 3 other
large-selling
lowest price
cars
FAMOUS SINCE 1880
MECHANICALLY PREPARED

xtenom

vraiEss

the world for quiet, low-cost operation and

Thia roomy,
restful-riding,
handling
easy.
Studebaker
Champion is
stunningly
styled—and it beat
Other
largest selling
all
in gas
lovvest price
cars
economy in this
year's Gilmore
YosemiteSweepst
29.19 miles
akes—averagi ng
per
Come in and gallon with overdrive.
drive it Low
ment —easy
down payC.I.T. term,.

Read What General Electric
"V
the new 1940 (;.F Rch:g'-"'(2
at
befin
est product of its kind evt't
thcaannaZybolitch—eronreeirtih:ctrawtoil:
the American
yCoPtutIISO bet
to own
any price."

PRINCETON LUMBER C
41.111811111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Nimuntaanntamsammemenneasnananunnisulammmamennaus
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/4 Page Seven
Police Can't Arrest Fruit Comes Through Pelltleal Quiz Asswer.4‘
1. NFL Relneeke rede4eoge2
Motorists for Having In Western Kentucky Fronk
Knox as • dotegato to ot.k
Republican nnnnnnthin when Knox
resigned.
Plates
Faded License
2. Threat Alfred IE. Smith (W).
r (Grading and
ivg B ro ught
r prices

Frankfort, AP— Assistant Attorney General Jesse K. Lewis
held today that police officers
were without right to arrest persons for using faded automobile

pereentago 0: straw in
grow iommorcatily
this season were gradby
labelled as required
State Marking and Lael, stcording to a reDirector Thomas P.
f the Agricultural ExStation.
is Legislature provided
• for administering the
and it was made ef:ecthrough contributiorui
r assistance on the part
_interested in methods
that would mean higher
r berries. Funds were
by growers hi JeLerson,
a and Warren counties
aloyment re four in-

Jimmy Foto(
Lou Finney
Associated Press _Feature Service
Jimmy Foxx, the long-clouting Red Sox first baseman, is the only
man who has been named to play in every All-Star game since the
summer classic was inaugurated in 1933.
•

ientucky Lambs Are
Ranked Among Best

inspectors. afsisted by
growers. did a large
educat:onal work
tickers and ;traducers,
I them with provisions
af the law, and to
nils-concepions whoh
. Practically all ogpoppearei when grcw.(rs
Kentucky spring iamb producthat proper grading
g %%mild mean better ers have little year from Califormore money from the nia competition, R
F. Miler,
Pacific Coast sheep expert, told
timated that 90 percent
awberries shippod from a C.tate meeting of sheep raisers

e

Farmers Urged to Use
Good Type of Western Ewe

also to secure good fleeces. Several farmers related their expertiinces with sheep, and buyers
discus-ed selling prices of varipas types o: lambs.
Meetings of sheep raisers also
;Jere held at Springfield, Bowling Green, Elizabethtown and
3ther points over the State.
At the annual Central Kentuc
Icy 4-H club and Future Farmers
lamb show and sale in Lexington,
.ilub members showed 818 lambs
from 17 counties. They weighed
an average o: 79 pounds and
arought an average of $11.35 a
hundred.
Julian Jennette of Jessamine
oonnty had the champion 4-H
club lamb, and Mary F. Greon.
Mark county, the reserve champion. They sold for *30 and $3.1
hundred, respectively. JessaGood crop yields, favorable
nine county furnished the best
prices. increases in beef catt:e
oen o: 15 lambs. with Montgomproduclon and large governiry county second.
ment payments gave farmers in
Union and Henderson counties

Farm Mum s Ris!
In Nearby Counties

at the Agricultural Experiment
Station at Lexington. Kentucky
lambs are better bred and better
fed. They usually sell a cent or
two a pound higher than Call2ornia lambs. Most California
lambs- are born in December. and
are sold a month or more ahead
of the Kentucky crop.
The Lexington meeting was
county farmers have held to encourage Kentucky
rge numbers of pure- farmers to use a good type of
Memphis. Tenn., (AP)—Feders Lcrough a cooporative western eve. in order to produce
51
Judge J. D. Martin comp.ia large crop of prime lambs and
nented his host for the "best

base counties 0: Wes'-tidy properly graded,
and labelled, so buyers
ow exactly what they
ling. Also most of the
oduced commercially in
Warren and other
were handled in accordthe new law,

thicken dinner I ever ate." The
negro cook came forward.
i'Haven't I seen you before?"
the judge asked.
"Yas, sub," he replied, "I Jest
inished a 90-day sentence."
owned his office at 519 Hopkinsville
is holding a free clinic for children
lye during the summer months.

hi
a

A survey shows that in Wayne
ounty, ewes purchased last sumner have returned good profits
n most cases.

license tags.
They may, however, "in a
proper manner" stop such car
owners to learn their license
numbers, he declared.
In an opinion given Jefferson
County Clerk, Clem P. Theisen,
Lewis said automobile owners
had no control over manufacture
of the plates and that there was
no law making it a violation to
use indistinguishable plates.
If any person shuold be thus
arrested, he wrote, "He would
have an adequate remedy at
law". The Court of Appeals, he
said, recently "condemned" illegal arrests "in no uncertain
language."
The State has offered to replace all faded pates without
cost.

0. C. Pelley, an Adair county
farmer, found rape ready for
hogs in six weeks after seeding.
'ffeen pigs gut most of their
of aBn.
erts H
net-yquaretn
hure
alicvrieng saysCfrom to
Rankin. As the rape grew tall,
was clipped, so new, fresh
leaves would develop. Also korean lespedeza was sowed with
the rape, to provide grazing
when the rape gave out in midsummer. Then a small grain will
be sowed in the field in early
fall, so continuous grazinz will
be available,for hogs from middle June to severe freezing
weather.

New Zealand Hunts Oil
Deter incomes last year than in
1938, it is revealed In a report
Wellington, N. Z. (AP)--Seekof the State College o' Agricul-!ing profitable development of
ture. Incomes, however, were ,oil which has been known for 70
years to exist in New Zealand,
under those of 1937.
Average net earning of 85 modern prospecting has been untarmers in the two counties was der way since 1938 at an esti11,004 last year. Fourteen farm- mated cost of $2,000,000.
ors who had kept records for
four years made an average of
nearly $300 more last year than
in 1938, but their 1939 earnings
Helena,
Mont. (AP)—News
was almost 8500 less than the
spread that somebody was "going
$2,240 they earned In 1937.
Records included farms vary- to get a public bath" on Main
ing from 55 to 622 acres of till- and Edwards streets and crowds
able land. Net earnings of 32 gathered. It turned out that a
farms averaging 124 tillable crow of workmen were going to
acres was $888 a farm. including clean a bank building.
5328 for products used by the
family. Twenty-six farms averaging =4 triable acres made
T984 a farm, including $457 a
arm used by the family. Twenty-seven farms averaging 395
tillable acres made S1,405 a farm,
including $995 a farm in products used by the famry.
Beef cattle production has in2.reased steadily in Union and
lenderson counties for several
years, and incomes from cattle
now is second only to that from
hogs. More money from beef
male and better income from
Tops last year offset the decrease in hog receipts caused by
'ower hog prices.

Two hundred and thirty tons
of Superphosphate have been
spread in Carroll county since
Jan. 1.

Try Our Want Ads.

Vegetable Laxative
With Proved Feature
The punctual, satisfying relief
from constipation and its headaches,
biliousness, bad breath, so often experienced by users of this laxative,
is mainly due to its combination of
purely vegetable ingredients.
BLACK - DRAUGHT'S principal
ingredient has high medical recognition as an "irtestinal toniclaxative"; helps impart tone to
lazy bowel. muscles.
A little of this spicy, aromatic
product by simple directions at
iiaairue, generally allow time for
good night's rest; acts gently
and thorourhfly next morning.
Next tiam, take time-tested, economical BLACK -DRAUGHT.

for nearly

half-million dollars,
and prospects are good for a
crop of 150,000 to 200,000 bushels
of peaches that may add another
half-million dollars to the income of the region. The strawberries sold well, and the Agricultural Experiment Station at
Lexington expects a good price
for the peaches. The prospec's
are from a fairly good apple
crop over most of Kentucky, the
Experiment Station announces.

Cheyenne, Wyc. (API—Jim
Griffith received a letter from a
Philadelphia Democratic organ I.
zation urging him to organize
"Rally 'Round Roosevelt" club
Griffith is chairman of th,
Wyoming Republican state cen
tral committee.

Pueblo, Colo. 1API—Chasing a
22-year-old fugitive,
Deputy
Sheriff John Krutka saw him
leap into the trees Tarzan style,
and disappear. Not being a good
tree climber, Krutka peered upward into the follagefor a block
along the street and then gavo
up. He drove around the corner,
extinguished the lights and came
right back. "Tarzan" was just
climbing out o: the branches and
he landed right in Krutka's arms.

'Recent photo of King Victor Emmanuel Of Italy, who, according to
an official announcement he Moine,
has left for the front to lead Ids
troops. In his declaration of wow D
Duce referred to him as "the seed
of Italy."

•••••••••••
KENTUCKY

Arrives in U. S.

THEATRE
EDDY VILLE

Saturday
Big Double Feature Program
The Three Mesquiteers
"THREE TEXAS STEERS"
Plus
Jack Holt
"HIDDEN POWER"
Ray VVhitley Comedy-Serial

Sun—Mon
JameS Cagney - Priscilla Lane
"A Real Hit"
"THE ROARING TWENTIES"
Cartoon—News

Tue--Wed
Joe Penner
"MILL/ONAIRE PLIAYKIOY
Cartoon—Comedy
Wednesday Matinee Shows'

Thu—Fri
Hrs. Kermit Roosevelt aboard the Return Engagement by Popular
IT. S. liner President Roosevelt, as
Request
a docked in New York, with more
"KENTUCKY"
than 700 refugees from England
Loretta Young - Richard Greene'
.1.borad. Her husband is a MOW
.nth the British army.

SAFE

FOOD PROTECTION
OF A MODERN

ELECTRIC

Tulsa, Okla. (API—Jack Gelfano!, clerk of municipal court,
takes in money paid as lines and
r bonds. In cbuntIng it, he
places it in bundles. On the top
bill he places a small figure indi-iating the amount.
"Those marked bills come back
time a:ter time" he says.

John W. Dixie ('24) and hone* M.
Cox 1201.
2. Ix•Prosident Herbert HOOY•f.
4. John L. Lew'''. CIO th.oftoin•
6. Three-fifths.

He Took To The Woods
But Deputy Wouldn't

Sows Three Crops
For Hog Grazing

TO HAVE THE

The Purchase region of Western Kentucky is one of the favored fruit producing areas this
year. A strawberry crop was sold

REFRIGERATOR

It Will Cost You Less To Buy and To Operate Than
Previous Models. Yet It Gives Better Protection
—Makes More Ice Cubes Faster—Has Larger, More
Convenient Storage Space—A Much Bigger Value.
Today's standard family-size dectric refrigerators cost about half what they cost ten years
ago. You now can buy a fully guaranteed
standard electric refrigerator for much less than
you would pay for other types of mechanical refrigerators of equal capacity.
Today's standard family-size electric refrigerators at.; twice as efficient as those of ten
years ago. And they're years ahead of other
kinds of mechanical refrigerators. Yet today's
operating expense is 33 to 66 per cent lower.
When blistering mid-summer weather makes
top performance necessary, you can depend on
your electric refrigerator for plenty of ice and
for proper chilling of fresh meats, dairy products, vegetables, etc.
TOMORROW—see our refrigerators and
learn how readily you can have one on terms
you can afford.
REDDY KILOWATT, your electrical servant
We Sell WESTINGHOUSE Refrigerators
Local Dealers Will Gladly Show
You Other Standard Makes

Poet Laureate
Publishes New Book

of Perryman, regular hurler, who
was on the bench with an infected hand.
Wheeler and Little crossed the
Seventy poems which vividly
home plate, when Dorr, first
the homespun philosophy
outline
baseman, hit a hot single into
insight into human nadeep
and
the
through
slipped
that
center
beloved poet
Kentucky's
of
ture
for
I fielder's hands. Riggs pitched
laureate, James Thomas Cotton
visitor..
the
emeritus professor of EduThe Princeton team has lost Noe,
only two games of 15 this season, cation at the University of Kenand Murray, both tucky, are inc:uded in a small
The Princeton baseball club to Brookport
volume titled "In Kentucky",
by a score of 1-0.
chalked up another victory Sunwhich will come from the press,
day, when it defeated the WaresMr. and Mrs. W. N. Thomas, of the Kentucky Kernel, Univervine., nine by a 2-0 score with Dawson Springs, spent Tueday in sity of Kentucky, early in July. !
The book, his eighth publics- !
Wheeler on the mouhd in place Princeton on business.
tion, is dedicated to his wife.1
Many of the poems in the book!
have teen previously published :
in various poetry magazines and I
anthologies, but the collection,1
under one binding, will appeal!
HAIL IS NO JOKE!
particularly to Kentuckians and
lovers of Kentucky, as the verses
dead
in
are
we
Reaper"
"Grim
a
al
it
of
speak
When we
included deal largley with Kenearnest!
tucky localities or personalities.

Princeton Defeats
Indiana Team 2-0

Visiting Youth Crusaders

Wheeler Lets Visitors,
Down With F • v e
Scattered Hits

Crops—
your whole year's labor—

•

in cooperation with local officials
and sponsors, since July 1, 1936,
probably the most noticeable of
which are the 40.41 miles of con-

Spares no one. No agricultural area is blessed
Haill'Y immunity to HAIL. You may be its next
victim.
There is no way to stop a Hail Storm. You cannot put
it out like fire, or build cyclone cellars or rear lightning
rods against it.
Fortunately there is one way to defend yourself
against this threat:—
That way is ,

SOUND, RELIABLE INSURANCE

LOSSES ARE PAID IN THE FIELD!
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Whether you have it at Noon time or whether you have it in the Evening, the Red•
reasonable. McKee ThompFront Stores have everything to make that di mar complete. More for your Mcney all the
son, Phone 670.
time.
SALESMAN—To sell Monuments
Princeton and vicinity. Good
"PROVED BY THE QUINTS" CARNATION•
•COCONUT STRAWBERRY TOP
proposition to right party.
essential.
Experience not
lb
Mrs. F. E. Kelly of Princeton,'
FOR RENT2-Unfurnished apt.,
3 tall cans
Write box 529 Princeton, Ky.
3 rooms, bath. Plum St.- Kentucky, was among recent ar_
L1FEBUOY THE HEALTH SUMMER
•MECAROON
Call Mrs. E. .M. Johnson, rivals at the French Lick Hotel,
2t-Pd.
2t-. French Springs, Indiana,
Princeton Hotel.
June 21st
of
WANTED—Copies
lb.
3 cakes

•
•
20c•

•

•• Cakes

15c

•• Cookies

10c

•Olives
•
•Butter

large pint jar

PEANUT
•

•P.
lckles

Milk

Soap

17c

23c

2 pkgs. 19c
large pkg.

Flakes

19c RInsoi

large jumbo pkg. 57c
dish cloth le, total

POTI'ED MEAT

large quart jar

No. 44 size can
3 for

Meat
1,19 Bananas
10C

l
e
no% PURE PENNSYLVANIA—PENN-RTAD
• Oil

8 qauart can

Bis CO bits

pkg.

10C

•
ilt, "P
,n (10
es, d4
Lie *1
It OK
di0
11

3-1 oz. pkgs

ANGLO CORNED

•PURE APPLE

4

Wheat

large 2 lb. jar

19c B

eef

•

SPECIAL VEAL SALE

•

(cut fro top grade branded veal)

Steak

lb

25e

12. oz can

10C

19c•
•

lb

NICE SIZE CALIFORNIA

ac•
•

doz.

FRESH
•€11019S

1 2C,
lb.17/

CHOICE CHUCK

•Roast
,
4
•Stew

•

Corn

3 ears

HOME GROWN GREEN

lb. 15e

41/11 VEAL

Beans

lb.

HEAD
lb.

First in your mind, per6
he telephone industry'a
cipal contribution to
South is quid., dependabl
communication.
But Southern Bell is al
important as citizen, as a
employer of people, a
payer of taxes, as a pm
chaser of materials. In
alone, operating expense
amounted to approtimatel
fifty-five million dollam n
including additional million
used for new construction.
To build, operate an
maintain this system reouo
more than twent).one
sand skilled worker•
annual payroll is a;
mately thirty million

The Son!L•
pany is in
in the folk't omit and
135
activities form a stl:,
contribution to the
and prospct.i.s of th,

SOUTH EV BELL IELEPI
HAD TELEGRAPii COP
_
IN CC a PC aATLI

"PROOF-OF-VALUE" Demonstration
Takes all Guesswork out of Refrigerator Buying!
See Frigidaire%
lower operating
cost proved in an
actual electric
meter test!

10c, Lettuce

•
4c•
•

See why Frigidoire's
famous Meter-Miser
is world's simplest
refrigerating mechanism
See Frigidaire's exclusive "F - 114" —
The safest refrigerant'
known to mankind.

See how a Frigidaire is
made—horn highest quality mQterials—with finest
construction methods! Site
why Frigidaire is a better
refrigerator buy!

New 6 Cu Ft.

Frigidaire

large size

Red Front Stores

will begin to
music and the
df candidates for

3

here in the Gi
where the Den
have full charge,
Noble J. Or
opponents, Holls
pidacah lawyer, and
Murray new
will fight it out f
to the House o
urea.
contest for the
Senate seat now h
'Happy" Chandler b
I to fill the une
the late Senator
will be only a to
Senator Chandler
Louisville last we
ter talked with
r and was assur
come to Princeton
, tho no definite
emeaat has yet
for him here or else
Experienced
the year's service
r has had at Wash
gained considerab
attention. He is a
of the most inn
committees, very
kg year member, a
of Senator
ation. It
'too that the
"Happy" to be re
(Continued on page

tufting Offs
105 tor Ar
From 18-35
hth Grade
as Solicited
rearulting deta
Sergeant Stover,
Pnnceton since J
ant in Caldwel, Ly
cl Trigg county,
boll for the Unite
Sergrant has bee
ruits bet-seen the
d
Good physic
and an eighth
gra
;Ire the 4:1nci
erai. Mn with
and in good physi
were solicitde at
d
etachment will
beadtlaqrters,
113
Knox, July 23, a
lafOrrnation abo
4ie shay should
go
Sergeant

Fresh Fruit. Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meats. More for your Money all the time.

11
11
11
11
11

P.
IT G.
the noise and th
the Democratic Na
scat Chicago dies

These telephone
women contribute to ti
ness and social welfilc
their communities, and
the South. They and th
families compose a ,z!
perhaps ci7lity [house
plc who are tlepetni.- ,
this businc. 'for their Ii
lihood.
the
As a
ern Bell tn.,. intoili tow
the sapport • Ili^ local.
33
31"3.111M
and us ii:,! ,
Total ta%e soar ev
nine aml till ,iti.rtrr,
lion dollati,. i, l NWT
,..:1i.! • !1s (la
seven thom.

Atigtowt;fli See our Frigidaire

•
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES•
GEORGIA
•

Oranges

FANCY FOREQUARTER

•
58c•
•
iuc•
•
5„.•
•
•
•

Peaches

•FANCY ROUND

11

lb.

lb.

GIANT

•THE IDEAL SUMMER CRACKER

)Jelly
7

23c

GIANT
large 2 lb jar

1111 69
Telephol is Cinc
Dollars 11 Senate, Sa
For bilie. o Politico

11

LUX

•SLICED SOUR OR DILL

usan
. tI :
MR ,
at it
,
;at

(Continued Irons page 1)

Hewlett McDowell, Farmersville;
John B. Moss, Briarfleld; A. E.
Turley, Cresswell; C. K. McNeely,,
White; T. P. Taylor, Stottsburg,
J. H. McGowan Dripping Springs;
H. C. McConnell, Otter Pond; W.I
W. Perry, Liberty; and M. P.
Brown, Hopson.
Two of the farms to be visited
on the tour are also cooperating
in the Coil Conservation Service.,
Perzons on the tour will have
opportunity to see effects o: terracing as an aid Li so.I consercation.
Itinerary of Tour: 8:15, leave
County Agent's o-fice; 9:00. farm
of J. J. Koon, Fredonia Valley;
10:45, arm of John B. Morse.
12:30
community;
Briarfield
lunch, CCC Camp, (Nominal
charge); 1:30, discussion, led by
FOR SALE—One registered 17W. C. Johnstone, field agent in,
month old Black Aberdeenagronomy, University of KenAngus bull in good condition,
tucky; 3:00, farm of H. C. Mcat farm .near Cedar Blur.
connel:. Otter Pond community.
Currunins.
J. E.

••••••0••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

SPANISH
•

ite
r

NOTICE

iSoil Improving

We can furnish you this protection with a company
which has a reputation for fair dealing.

le* Get Your Hail Insurance

crete streets in Princeton.
A summary of WPA work in
this county7 issued by George H.
Goodman, administrator, this
week, lists as other contributions
of this federal agency: eight
bridges and viaduct-a, 169 lineal
Written bids will be received ,feet; 95 culverts, 2,246 lineal
3.27
up to and including July 15, 1940, feet; 98 miles of sidewalks,
two new schools,
curbs,
of
miles
plastering
for
labor
skilled
for
storage building, a
the new Caldwell County Court- a jail, one
and bleachers, a l
grandstand
unskilled
and
house. Materials
plant, .58 miles
labor not to be included in bid. sewage disposal
sewers, 617
For informaton as to extent of of storm and sanitary
work, see Raymond Maun, Sup- sanitary privies.
In June, an additional alloterintendent in charge. Send bids
ment of more than $73,000 was
to—
provided, by presidential order,
George 0. Eldred,
for construction of more concrete
County Attorney.
streets.

Effective now, all classified ads
duties as must be paid for witen orciered,
president after 23 vigorous years except in cases of business firms
as chief executive of the Uni- having regular advertising acversity of Kentucky, Dr. Frank counts with the Ltatier. There
L. McVey will continue to serve will be no deviatecn ;ram this
U. K. in a dual capacity.
rule.
—AAA
As professor of Agricultural
- —
Economics in the College of AgFOR S %LE—A , Bargain. John
a:culture Dr. McVey will do re;-soe,e No. 6 Combine with
search work as well as active
plok-up attached. Usen as
teaching. Dr. McVey's first coursDemilitnstrator. Prima to sell
es will probably be offered the
See Cayce Yost Co., Hopkinssecond semester of the 1940-41
It-pd. Undergoes Operation
vliie, Ky.
year.
Echocl
At Hopkinsville
Dr.
this
to
work,
In addition
2 ton Chev/
FOR SALE: 1940-11
of
McVey will serve mi editor
rclet truck, low mileage, AT
Miss Rosa Nell Wood, Princepublications to be issued under
A BARGAIN.
ton, was admitted to the Jennie
the Haggin trust fund. First of
these, a book cn "Reason, Rule, FOR SALE: 1939 Chevrolet Coupe Stuart Hospital in Hopkinsville,
Radio, heater, new tires,
and Revo:t in English ClassiTuesday morning for an appenGOING CHEAP.
cisier,.;te Dr. William F. GalloThe attending physidectomy.
way, assistant professor of EngFOR SALE: 1937 Ford Coach, clan said her condition is satislish, is in process of publication
good condition, radio, heater. factory.
now. A grant has also been made
L. A. WALKER, AT
a
of
for the printing
volume by
• PRINCETON AUTO SALES
Dr. J. Huntley Dupre, professor,
Banker Sentenced
of History, on "Lazare Carnot, FOR SALE—Some good breeding , On Guilty Plea
Republican Patriot."
ewes. Mrs. Annie Dean McElroy.
, Bowling Green, July 10 (AP)Mr. and Mrs. Hyland Glass,
1 Alden J. Buck, 65, Guthrie
rooms
4
Pekin, Illinois are visiting rela- FOR SALE-2 houses,
ibanky , was fentenced to one
Dean
and bath. Mrs. Annie
ti'veo and friends in this city and
year and a day In prison at the
it-up.
McElroy.
county.
opening of a special term of
after
FOR SALE—Building lots. Mrs.'Federal Court here today
to
Annie Dean McElroy. it-up. entering a plea o: guilty
charges cf misapplication and
FOR RENT (After Aug. D
fake entries.
room house, 500 S. Jefferson,
Modern. Mrs. T. R. Stone.
Twice-A-Week Leader. James
Catlett, Leader Office.
FOR SALE—Good Piano, price
Retired 'from

Hails a constant menace—

Lillian Smith god
therine Garrett
attended
Horse /Show at
Hopkinsvuje,
4.

-Caldwell, like every county in
the State, boasts numerous permanent improvements by WPA,

Classified Ads

McVey to Continue
in Service of U. K.

Caldwell Boasts
Variety Of WPA
Improvements

Mama

Summary of Federal
Agency's Work Lists
Notable Permanent
Public Benefits

Mr. Farmer
HanKILLS
HailSteals

Pug
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McConnell Electric Co

Usanby Breaks
1164 in Fait
-.W. LLsanb
711
•ettired collar •
"
tfttag when he
%Quilt his horse
reared and t
telvnitted to th
Hopkit„
at.

